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AN OPEN LETTER 

Appreciation is not 
swee t when it 

that was presented to me 
the Great Lakes Planetarium 
annual convention held in 
is most gratifying to know 
upon with favor by his 

The help and contageous enthusiasm 
than I can adequately express in words 
suggestions, the enriching 
the fellowship, makes my contact 
In scanning over the years, I remember the 
Grand Rapids where I was initiated into the 
realm of the planetarium operator; the awe 
stration at the Rochester followed 
which all the stops were 
fire backing unceremoniously across 
companied by bolts of and 
which Bishop Sheen 
people's heads whereas 
vention in Minneapolis 
on moon exploration 
ween witch and her husband's Lincoln 
of course is the most vivid, with 
stunning performance by the timid 
was particularly impressed with 
perennial enthusiasm was there and 
clever or funnier. The climax for 
of the stature of Dan Snow. The 
the touching testimonial 
without doubt the 
structor. I thank you one and all 
sense of personal worth and well 
is most needed and 

********** 

Ohio area planetarians will 
State University Planetarium in 
to 3 PM. Warren Young reports that 
projector under a 40' dome with a 
merous auxiliary 
orrery, and a radio 
sisting of 7 Kodak 
the existing 2 
recorders, a 4 channel 10 
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THE 1975 G L.P.A. CONFERENCE 
by Doris Forror 

opinions 

those 
the 

We were 
took the time 

ments would solve 
is that many may not know whether 
suggest that all should submi.t a 
less. The slack can always be filled 
can attend. 

Most prefer to see both excerpts 
suggested concurrent of 
past. 

There was a pretty evenly 
demonstrations. 

script 
that order 
tography were a very poor 
motivating teachers 
considered. 

Azimov and Sagan were 
Azimov) but since their fees 
Dr. Sagan will be 
August 176 conference in 

From the response 
contained in a large room, 
formal conversation as a 
times other than major sessions 
professional exhibits was considered 
hibitors themselves were very 
was available. 

It was obvious over-all that 

many 
who wrote notes to our 
is continued. We 
a success. 
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1975 GLPA Conference 

Income: 

Registrations and exhibit fees 
All Meals 
Photograph 

Expenses: 

Meals 
Programs, FoLders 

Total 

Postage and envelopes (includes Photo), Phone 
Bus Rental 
Armand Spitz Lecturer, Plane Fare & Honorarium 
Other Speaker Honorarium 

**Coffee, Donuts, Hospitality Food 
Photo Processing 
Miscellaneous (includes guest plaques, tags) 

Total 

Net Profit for GLPA 

$1,304 

$2,,247.00 
95.50 

190.84 
220 00 
200.75 

50.00 
155.53 

50.00 

$3,318.72 

*Please note that the GLPA Financial Report in the Winter Solstice 
issue ended on September 30, 1975. The 1974 income and expenses were 
included there. 

**Funds from sale of Christmas cards and and 
donated by C.R.A.P. members, were used to purchase wine for the banquet 
and hospitality suite ••. not purchased with or meal funds. 

The following are available for duplication from the 1975 GLPA 
Conference. Send (a) blank cassette(s) with postage for return 
and mailing label to Taping Chairman Sr. High 
Planetarium, 20025 Lunn Road, Strongsville, OH (phone 216-238-6991) 

#1 "Astrogeology" by Dr. William Brunk, Oct. 23, NASA 
total time: 50 minutes 

#2 "Bird Migration" by Robert Allen, Oct. 23, NASA 
"Spinoffs of the Space Program: by Marshall Dietrich, Oct. 23, NASA 
"Viking Telelecture" 

#3 "Solar Neutrines: by Dr. Kenneth Lande, Oct. 23, NASA 
total time: 36 minutes ' 

#4 "Armand Spitz Lecture" by Dr. Mark Chartrand, Oct. 24, Museum 
Banquet, total time: 29 minutes 

#5 II Strausenburgh Audio Workshop" by Gary Ratcliff, Oct. 24, Bay 
Science Center 

#6 "Telescope-Making Workshop" by Norman Oberly, Oct. 24, Bay 
Science Center 

Post-conference note 

A black folder of notes, including a copy of the October, 1973, issue 
of Natural Historv was left by a conferee at the Lewis Research Center. We 
can find no clue to its owner's identity. please let me know if it belongs 
to you. 
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- GLPA Resource 

The , most bought from Torn Gates Bank, 
are now the property of GLPA. State workshop chairmen 
should request when and which of you would like sent in time 
for your meetings. They may be to be 
sent back following 
other users. I do not have facilities for 
anyone wishes to join the Education 
these (reviews will be attached to 

Amlohdi, The Titan, And His Spinning Top 
Andromeda and the Whale 
Black Holes in Time and Space 
A Camping Trip with Grandfather 
The Colony of Dr. Moreau 
The Cosmic Connection 
Deep Space 
The Flying Saucer Show 
Halloween Symphony 
Nightfall 
Nomads and Empire Builders 
The Planet IX' Chronicles 
Rejoice in the Sun 
Special Relativity 
Stars of Bethlehem in the Planetarium 
A Technicolour Fantasy 
UFOls A Fading Phenomenon 
Wings of Fire, Eyes of Glass 
Astronomy South of the Equator 
Auroras 
Beneath the Southern Cross 
Blow Wes t Wind 
Cosmic Dance 
Cosmic Time Odyssey 
Crisis Of Climate 
Death of the Earth 
Destination Mars 
The Dramatic Universe 
File: 1054 
The Great Bombardment 
Hairy Stars, Shooting Stars, And 

Little Stars 
The History of Celestial Navigation 
Horoscope 
An Intruder - The Bearded Star 
Kingdom Of Apollo 
Life On Other Worlds 
The Many Motions of Earth 
Mars - Legend & Explorations 
A Matter of Time 
Mystery of Stonehenge 
Naked Eye Stars 
Nature's Light Show 
On Any Clear Night 
Once Upon The Zodiac 
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18 
23 

send 

S iuk & Gruber 
Stasiuk & Gruber 
MacMillan PI t. 
Burgess 
Murrell 
Stasiuk & Gruber 
Stasiuk & Gruber 
MacMillan PI t. 
MacMillan Plt. 
Asimov & Gruber 
Stasiuk & Gruber 
Davis & Gruber 
Stasiuk & Gruber 
Schwitters 
Marshall 
Stasiuk & Gruber 
Stasiuk 
Gruber 

of 

Michael T. Schwitters 
Unknown 
Unknown 
S Wieser 
Unknown 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Thomas M. Gates 
Thomas M. Gates 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Kenneth Brown 
Thomas M. Gates 

Lee Bonneau 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Thomas M. Gates 
Lee Bonneau 
Unknown 
Thomas M. Gates 
Donald McDonald 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Unknown 
Thomas M. Gates 
Lee Bonneau 
Thomas M. Gates 
Unknown 
Donald Davis & 
Bruce Dietrich 



Once In A Blue Moon 
100 Years From Now 

Orion' Arm 
Our Moon 
Our Nearest Star 
The Past, Copernicus & the Present 
The Planetarium & Its Use 
Planetarium Premiere 
The Planets 
The Planets - Wanderers In The Zodiac 
Pluto 
Poetry Of Th~ Skies 
Rainbows, Auroras And Other Wonders 
The Seasons Of The Year 
The Search For Life In The Universe 
A Search For Other Solar Systems 
A Search For Unearthly Life 
Space A Revolution In Astronomy 
Space Orbits, The Universe In Motion 
The star In The East 
The Star of Bethlehem 
The Star of Bethlehem 
The Star of Bethlehem 
Star Of the Magi 
Star of Wonder - Christmas Show 
Stonehenge 
Stonehenge 
The Structure Of the Universe 
Sunshine and Moonbeam 
Survey 
The Taurus Incident 
Theory, Construction & Applications 

20 
12 

24 
12 

4 
13 

9 
20 
12 
12 

1 
11 

1 
12 
17 
23 
18 
16 
23 
15 
13 
18 
10 
19 
24 
17 
12 
17 
18 

7 
27 

of Stationary Exhaust-trail Projectors 7 
Through The Jupiter veil 22 
Time Of The Triangle 18 
Time, Space and The Stars 21 
A Trip To The Frozen Giants 9 
UFO's, Extra or Terrestrial 3 
Voyage To Infinity 28 
Zodiac 1 
Zodiac 19 
The Color of Space 1 
Prisoners Of The Sun 10 
Sun: Star of Life 19 
How Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer Guides 

Santa's Sleigh (kindergarten) 3 
The Solar System with Baron von Snoopy 

(elementary) 4 
The Farmer and His Cow (first grade) 3 
A Trip to the Moon with Baron von Snoopy 

(elementary) 3 
Here Comes the Sun (elementary) 6 
Introducing Children to Space (Teacher's 

Manual with 4 program stops) 14 
The Sky Zoo 9 
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Donald David & 
Robert Ballantyne 
Donald McDonald 
Unknown 
Brian Jones 
Unknown 
Stavros Plakidis 
Thomas M. Gates 
Unknown 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Thomas M. Gates 
Donald McDonald 
Thomas M. Gates 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Thomas M. Gates 
Constantine Hassapis 
Unknown 
Donald McDonald 
Unknown 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Unknown 
Michael T. Schwitters 
Donald Davis 
Lee Bonneau 
David A. Rodger 

Charles Feldman 
Unknown 
Donald McDonald 
Donald McDonald 
Thomas M. Gates 
Thomas M. Gates 
Donald McDonald 
Lee Bonneau 
Unknown 
Dyer, Alan & Davis 
Unknown 
Von Del Chamberlain 

Duane Stanley 

Duane Stanley 
Duane Stanley 

Duane Stanley 
Dave Hoffman 

Dave Hoffman 
J. Reed Belasco 



A CONVERSATION WITH DUANE STANLEY, 
DIRECTOR OF THE PLANETARIUM OF THE 
METROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICT OF 
PIKE TOWNSHIP, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

Duane and I sat there wiping 
the tears from our eyes. The busy Cleve
land Conference was winding down and the 

Dave 
full 
deep 

drawn. An elabo
joke victimizing 

come to fruition, 
been taken of his 

of snakes. 

"He must've jumped a mile when he saw the rubber snake lying there at 
the bottom of the carefully box," Duane was trying to say, 
giggling. 

They went through a lot of trouble to make certain his number would be 
drawn," I added. "It was neatly done." 

"Enough to make a CIA agent green with envy," added Duane concluded. 
"Are you going right home after the drawing?" 

I explained why had to. He nodded understandably. "Well," he said, 
"we shoUldn't have to wait for next year in Chicago to see each other again. 
Why don't you try to come down to We've been there since 1965 
the third public school planetarium to be built in the whole state of In
diana. Now there's about 52." 

He probably noticed the look of of my face, for he antici-
pated my question. "You're probably wondering how I got started in this 
business so many years ago," he began. 

"You hit it right on the nose. Mine, as a matter of fact, since I'm 
always putting it into other people's business when it comes to planetar
iums," I answered. "I hope you don't mind my asking." 

"Not at all. It happened the same way it happened to most of us. You 
know, high school physical science teachers with course work in astronomy, 
meteorology, and other related earth and space sciences, who just happened 
to be in the right place at the right time. Take me, for example, I have 
degrees from the University of Wisconsin and Butler University in the Physi
cal Sciences, and have completed course work in astronomy and earth science 
at Wittenberg and Cornell Universities and at Oak Ridge Institute. I had 
taught in Wisconsin and Knightstown, Indiana before coming to Pike High 
School as a science teacher in 1961. When the planetarium was built in '65, 
I was in the right place at the right time. Been at it ever since." 

"I'm going to say something to you at the risk of embarassing you, 
Duane. I think you have got I style 1." 

I'm afraid I succeeded. "How do you mean, Dave?" he asked a little 
uncomfortably. 

"Take the way you succeed in humaniz the often frightening basic 
scientific concepts by employing cartoon characters like Rudolph the Red 
Nose R~indeer, Santa Claus, Mr. Farmer and his Cow, Baron Von Snoopy and 
Chief NoLikem Bull to add zest and color for younger children. It gives 
them something they can identify with on their simulated journeys in time 
and space. I wish I had your talent at cartooning." 

"It's easy," he said, trying to be convincing 

"Not for me," I argued. "I can't even draw a conclusion!" 
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"You've got to try it. The kids up. , Rudolph helps 
Santa Claus return to his home at the Christmastime. He uses 
the North Star and the Big toward the 
North Pole, they notice the North the sky. 
When the North Star is almost I snow 
and ice. The kids also witness the parallel motion of bodies, 
only noticeable at the of the earth. The celestial observations and 
navigational techniques are valid. The story form helps the 
younger children to remember In addition to this," 
Duane went on, "directions, earth movements, constel-
lations, and celestial body movements learned by Mr. Farmer 
and his Cow through a 24 hour day. Baron Von Snoopy students a 
guided tour to the moon and NASA information is sprinkled 
as he performs. Chief No Likem Bull 'tells it like it is' when he presents 
some of the scientific of the American Indians. And 
I like to liberally programs with slides tapes, horizon scenery, 
and student participation in Then I review what I presented 
by having the youngsters work out a cross-word 

"lid be interested in your philosophy of planetarium education 
for the higher primary and middle school grades," I offered. Duane didn't 
answer right away, for the next door number was being called. Since 
the prize was an autographed copy of Mark Chartrand's book, we listenec in
tently. Neither of us even came close. 

"Well, anyway," Duane answered, "I utilize the theory that the planetar
ium exists as a service to students and not an obligation. My basic object
ive, therefore, is to complement and supplement curriculum needs via plane-
tarium visits." "How so?" 

"I try, first of all, to the tarium visit into basically 
a laboratory exercise involving observation, discussion, problem solving, 
and conclusions. And I try to tie astronomy in with other subject areas. 
For instance, people have used the stars as a calendar, a clock, and an al-
manac for centuries. The pyramids direction-oriented. Stonehenge was 
a bronze age computer in England. Columbus used the Dipper to estimate clock 
time on his long voyages. "And," he continued, really warming up to my ques-
tion, "our calendar is based on positions of the sun in the sky. 
And you know of course that dates back to the ancient Babylonians. 
I even have adapted a presentation for use in the high school English class 
studying the Odyssey." 

"That's quite a program you've got at Pike," I enthused. 

"But you know, Dave," he concluded "one of the most aspects 
of the total Pike curriculum is the involvement of middle and high school 
students in the actual production and of planetarium programs." 

The last door prize number was drawn, and my record of never having won 
anything in my life remained unblemished. As we shook hands goodbye, I could 
see the look of pride in Duane's eyes. In the profession into which he fell 
because he had been in the place at the time, Duane Stanley is 
a success. • •..••...• Dave Hoffman 

BROKEN BY STUPIDITY 
At a Long Island, N.Y. planetarium, an A3P, the school was shut by a 

strike, so a temporary SUbstitute tried to use it. He put a Carousel on the 
pedestal, turned on the latitude motion, and SMASHt John hare had to come 
out from Michigan to repair the cages ... 

SAVED BY STUPIDITY 
In a ~ayonne, N.J. high school vandals caused $15,000 damage one night. 

When they reached the locked planetarium door, another A3P, they smashed in 
a panel, entered ... and then left without disturbing a thing because they 
COUldn't find the light switch! 
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MULTI-CHANNEL SOUND via STEREO SYSTEM 

Mark E. Perkins, Planetarium Coordinator 
Southwest Iowas Learning Resource Center 

Any stereo system can be converted to a multi-channel system by the 
addition of a speaker or pair of connected to the terminals of 
your present amp along with the front as shown in the diagram. 
The front speakers are wired in their normal mode; the rear speakers are 
connected in series, but out of with each other (minus to minus) 
across the + terminals of the amp. In this configuration, each speaker 
will be in phase with its corresponding front If you use one 
speaker as a back speaker phas need not be considered. 

If your present front speakers have an 8 or 16 ohm impedence rating, 
you are able to safely connect additional speakers directly to your present 
amp to drive the different signals. 

The rear speakers can be placed anywhere in the room in which they 
produce the desired effect, but should be far enough away from the listener 
so that he is not aware of them as direct sound sources. If a single speaker 
is used it should be placed above the normal listening position for optimum 
effect. With all speakers operating simultaneously, proper balance between 
the front and read exists when the rear speakers are playing at a level just 
below the point at which you are conscious of instruments and voices coming 
from them. This level can be produced by connecting in series with them a 
25 or 50 ohm, 4 or 5 watt wirebound potentiometer. This variable resistance 
serves as a volume control to the rear speakers and thus controls the balance 
with the front speakers. 

+ + 

The effect is startling. of a normal 2-channel stereo 
recording we find we have direction left) and a certain amount of 
depth, the degree depending upon the technique used. 
Recorded with the normal 2-channels is some hidden depth information. By 
using the back speakers, this information can be introduced into the 
planetarium. 

I have recorded a sample tape which will a good demonstration of 
the effect. , I will copy it for anyone who sends a 600 ft reel of good 
quality tape to me at the planetarium. The address is 401 Reed st., 
Red Oak, Iowa 51566 
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DEFINITICNS try to fill in 

the diagram. Work back and forth 

answers in the WORDS column 

the ends of words in the "' .... : .. o·'''''m~ 
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A. Flare stars 
B. 
C. Ophiuchus 
D. 'Yunnan 
E. Latitudes 
F. Egress 
G. Flint Glass 
H. Refresh 
I. Orion 
J. Northern 
K. Thuban 
L. Intensity 
M. Ends 

Answers to 

N 
o. Stellar Parallax 
P. Omega Centauri 
Q. Flush 

titudes 
atellites 

T. Thrusts 
U. 

W. 
Oaths 

Y. Magellanic Clouds 
z. Ytterbia 

F. Hoyle, of stars in the elliptical 
and the stars in the nuclei are old stars like the stars of 
the globular clusters. In contrast, the highly luminous blue and 

are young stars. Young stars are found only in the arms of 

THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION offers opportunities 
to all individuals in any way connected with the operation of planetariums, 
regardless of geographical location. G.L.P.A. is an affiliate of the 
International Society of Planetarium Educators, and the National Science 
Teachers Association Membership dues are payable annually at the time of 
the autumnal equinox. General correspondence and requests for membership 
should be addressed to Mr. David Batch, G.L.P.A. Secretary/Treasurer, 
c/o Abrams Planetarium Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI. 48823. 
Submission of additional payment with G.L.P.A. membership dues entitles 
GLPA members to full privileges of the International Society of Planetarium 
Educators, including receipt of that organization's official journal, 
The Plane tar ian. 

All G.L.P.A. members in good standing receive the quarterly "Newsletter". 
Contributions and notices for the "Newsletter" should be sent to Dave 
Hoffman, Editor, Reiser Planetarium, 35th Street and Division Ave. South, 
Wyoming, MI. 49508. Deadlines for contributions to the latest "Newsletter" 
fallon March 1st, June 1st, September 1st, and December 1st. 

Printed and Mailed From: 
Elgin Observatory and Planetarium 
School District U-46 
4 S. Gifford S t. 
Elgin, Ill. 60120 

Dorothy J. Angeloff 
Eric Public Museum 
3 56 w. 6 th S t .. 
Erie, PA 16507 







Space Survival computer Banks: 3 f\})..' 

COMPUTER BANK ONE: 

COMPUTER BANK TWO: 

HRS DAYS DAYS HRS 

COMPUTER BANK THREE: Safety ranges of the four cards: 

Card 1: 3/4 A.U. to 2 A.U. 

Card 2: lOoN. to of the equator 

Card 3: Rotation rate: 20 hours to 30 hours. 

Card 4: Tilt: 00 to 300 

REGISTRATION FORM 

International Society of Planetarium Educators 
August 9 to 12, 1976 
University of Colorado, Boulder 

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF 

Name __________________________ _ Campus Housing: 0 Single 0 Double 
Name of Roommate __________________ __ 

o My children will accompany me. 
o Send info. about Boulder motels 

Housing is available in the Kittredge Residence Halls on campus. 
The rates including tax for room and board are: single $67.79; double 
$54.20 per person. 

Rates include lodging Sunday through Wednesday and eleven meals, 
beginning with breakfast on Monday and ending with lunch on Thursday. 
Also included is the cost of a mountain cookout. Housing payment is due 
upon arrival and should not be made in advance. Credit cards cannot be 
accepted by residence halls. 

Please complete and return this form together with your check for 
$40 made payable to the University of Colorado by July 9, 1976 to: 

Bureau of Conferences and Institutes 
Academy 217, 970 AUrora Ave. 
University of Colorado 
Boulder, CO. 80309 
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A Conversation With Ken Perkins 

Planetarium Director, Vandalia-Bu city Schools 

When Ken Perklw:; speaks, people stop to listen - especially when he 
has just inhaled a gulp of helium prior to filling dozens of balloons to 
be sent aloft to study wind currents. They also listen when he describes 
the far-out, but highly successful techniques he employs in the planetarium 
including" smell-a-vision," rolling' heads, and the interiors of caves. I 
can tell you one thing, though. I' been listening to Ken for a long time 
and never seem to get enough ever since June of 1970, as matter of fact. 

"That was the time I spent a week at the planetarium workshop at the 
Viewlex plant in New York," Ken was saying. "You were on the staff at the 
time along with Herb Vitale, Norm Rabinowitz, Milt Snyder and Phil Stern." 

"Only Mil t is still wi th the company, II I answered. II All the rest of 
us have long since gone our separate ways. Herb is now Math-Science Super
visor for the public schools of Lynchburg, Virginia; Norm is working for an 
audio-visual firm in New York; Phil is building a planetarium in St. Peters
burgh, Florida; and 11m in Michigan. But you know," I added "being invol
ved in the running of the periodic workshops at Viewlex was an eye-opener. 
It might be hard to believe, but I found that the majority of the people 
entering the planetarium field, 60% of them, are biology teachers." 

"And you're looking at another one!" he smiled. "I was trained to be 
a biology teacher with majors in the physical and biological sciences. As 
an undergraduate I took two courses in Astronomy (a 3 hour and I hour con
currently). I went into the courses with a vengeance, confusing astrology 
with astronomy. Professor Jim Miltenberger at Miami University knocked the 
crhip from my shoulder. His homey approach captivated me. Later, when I 
started teaching junior high science I included as much astronomy as the 
kids could absorb". 

"You know," I added, "the more 
they were influenced by only one or 
teachers that they were exposed to 
schooling. That seems to the 

people I talk to, the more I hear that 
two teachers just one or two of all the 

through all the of their 
for you, too. 

flAh," Ken answered, pointing his finger for emphasis, not only was I 
encouraged by a professor, was really influenced by our school's 
bUs-drivers!" "How so?" I asked flinching inwardly preparing myself for 
some far-out explanation. You ,I've known Ken for some and nothing 
about him is predictable or ordinary. Besides, he couldn't suppress a 
little twinkle in his eye 
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"Elmer 'Benny' Rahmes W8JFC amateur radio operator amateur astron
omer, photographer, and telescope maker was always full of interes 
enthusiasm. This enthusiasm was contagious. He helped some of my students 
in making a 6 inch reflector, and always there to haul us 
field trips. In his seventies still stands out as a personal monument 
in my life. That long time I've been in the teaching 
a good number of But I can honestly tell you that 
year has been more eventful and satisfying than the year 
ber, for example, my 
vicarious interplane 
planets done to 
spotlights. black 

by tring 
hanging from 
Junior planetarium 
borrowed 'Optron' 
a last quarter moon. With this background, I was 
asked to become the director of the planetarium when it 
the new junior high school in November of 1970 
excited when the console arrived I pulled the wrappings off. turned the 
knobs, hummed a tuneD and envisioned field of artificial stars " 

People, I can attest to the same 
excitement when it comes to Anyone who has listened to him 
describe his current innovations help but come to the same conclusion 
However, there is a private man I'm sure he wouldn t mind my 
revealing. His parting words "Dave before I go I have to 
mention that I consider my the planetarium as a ministry I 
have offered my life in service to my Saviour, and I believe that He led me 
into my life's work - planetarium What more can I say? 'rhat' s 
the kind of guy my friend Ken 

-------Dave Hoffman 

Dr. Gary Mechler, late of the Museum of Natural History, 
that he is now Astronomer and Planetarium Coordinator at the Cincinnati 
Museum of Natural History. 

Ruth Howard, Curator of Kalamazoo Public Museum, 
Dr Brunk's talk at the well as one 
"Spin-offs of the Space Age". made transcripts of both of these 
will xerox them for you. One will cover the cost of the Brunk 
cript and sixty five cents Dietrich one. Write to her at the 
315 Rose Street, Kalamazoo. Michigan 49006 

Going to ISPE this summer? Boulder 
possibility of doing sky interpretation at some of the National Parks 
Monuments, etc along the way Several parks would welcome resourse people 
who could spend a day or their seasonal interpretive staffs, pro-
vide a training session, a talk to park visitors. 
Interested? Drop a Abrams Planetarium, Michigan State U. 
East Lansing, MI. 48824 with the National Park Service 

Two specially funded 
distributed without 
two shows are "The People" 
the wisdom, humor and 
through their astronomy 
of space exploration to 
astronomer at the Hansen 

Bicentennial 
wanting to present 
The first is an appreciation of 

the American Indians 
deals with the 

,John 
t. Salt Lake 
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Several outstanding lectures by Dr. Shipman g author of the book, 
"Black Holes, Qllasars, and the Universe", delivered around the Roger 
Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids, Dave DeBruyn, Director, on May 3 and 4. 

DR. BRUCE STEPHENSON SPEAKS TO CLEVELAND GROUP 

Recently Dr. Bruce Stephensen spoke 
For perspective he reviewed some details 
big cities had steam streetcars, gas lights, 
of Little Big Horn was fought, U. S. Grant 
graphic plate was just being used. 

ago 
37 states; 
Battle 

dry photo-

Although hydrogen was recognized as main constituent of the 
temperature of the sun and other star surfaces not known. Estimates 
for the sun's surface temperature ranged between 1000 and 10 milliono 

(A prize for the determination was offered in 1876.) One of the most chal
lenging astronomical problems of this detection of the earth's 
revolution by the measurement of radial velocity of a star. Planet moons 
were being discovered, and problems of the orbits of earth and moon were 
given much attention. A naked-eye comet (Comet appeared in 1874. 

Dr. Stephenson reviewed the astronomical periodicals of this time. 
Illustrations were usually done in half-tones, but photographs were rare. 
He found that (like now) astronomical funding difficult. Interestingly, 
very little was printed that was incorrect. are many more mistakes in 
1975 issues of the JournaL "If we were not today so aggressive 
in impressing speculation, much shelf space would saved." 

Dr. Stephenson recommends the following books on U.s. astronomy history: 
1839-1919 by Jones 

Boyd~ A Hundred Years of Astronomy. (Both of these 
are in the CAS Library.) For the 19th century, he recommends 
Astronomy During the Nineteenth Century by Agnes Clerks and, for personal 
viewpoint, Reminiscences of an Astronomer by Simon Newcomb. 

On May 14 and 15, several well 
known astronomical personalities held 
forth at the 7th Annual GLAS confer
ence. They included Dr. Bill Rush, 
director of the Ritter Planetarium 
and Observatory at the U. of Toledo 
(shown at the right adressing the 
group), Mr. James Loudon from the U. 
of Michigan, Dr. Bernard Bopp of the 
U. of Toledo, Dr. Roger Ptak of 
Bowling Green State u., and Dr. Frank 
Edmunson, chairman of the Astronomy 
Department at Indiana U. and Dir
ector of Lick Observatory. Their 
topics ranged through the subject 
of the Viking Mission, surfacephe
nomena on dwarf stars, the birth of 
a universe, and the exploration of 
the Milky Way. 

For further information about 
past GLAS symposiums, see the 1975 
Autumnal Equinox issue of the 
Newsletter. 
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LIGHT WHICH ARRIVES ON EARTH 
by Jeanne Bishop 

The following relationships may be used in 1976 star-constellation 
programs to incorporate a Bicentennial theme. 

M3l 2,100,000 B.C. 

Large 158,000 B.C. 
Mag. Cloud 
Glob.Cluster 18,000 B.C. 
Hercules 
Crab Neb. 2024 B.C. 
and Pulsar 
N.American 1524 B.C. 
Nebula 
Deneb 376 A.D. 
Orion & 476 A.D. 
Horsehead Neb. 
Rigel 1076 A.D. 
Betelgeuse & 1456 A.D. 
Antares 
Bellatrix 1506 A.D. 
Alkaid and 1766 A.D. 
scheat 

Spica 1756 A.D. 
Caph 1826 A.D. 

Markab 1867 A.D. 
Dubhe & 1871 A.D. 
Kochab 
Canopus 1878 A.D. 

Mizar 1888 A.D. 
Regulus 1892 A.D. 
Merak 1898 A.D. 
Alphecca 1900 A.D. 

Aldebaran 1908 A.D. 

Megrez 1913 A.D. 
Capella 1931 A.D. 
Denebola 1933 A.D. 

Arcturas 1940 A.D. 
Pollux 1941 A.D. 
Vega 1949.5 

Fomalhaut 1953.4 
Altair 1959.5 
Sirius 1967.3 

Alpha Cent. 1971. 7 

Earliest humanoid creatures living in Africa 

No men yet in America; Cave-hunters in Europe 

Early man in America (widespread dispersal 
beginning) hunting and gathering culture 
Earliest American farmers (about 3000 B.C.; 
corn about 1000 B.C. 
American farming diversifying 

classic Mayan Period 
Classic Mayan Period 

Lief Erickson has explored N. American coast 
Just pri~r to Columbus landing at San Salvador 
in 1492. Columbus born in 1451. 
columbus last voyage. 
Period of Agitation-Repeal of Stamp Act; Boston 
Tea Party in 1773; Constitution prepared by T. 
Jefferson and approved by Congress July 4, 1776. 
French and Indian War (1756-63) 
Death of Tom Jefferson and John Adams few hours 
apart, July 4th. 
Alaska 'acquired (Seward's Folly) 
KluKlux Klan founded 

Phonograph invented, in 1879 incandescent bulb 
developed - Edison 

rights for base at Pearl Harbor 
Spanish-American War 
Boxer Revolt in China; 3 years before first 
plane (1903, Wright's at Kitty Hawk) 
Einstein's Theory of Relativity (Special) 
announced 3 years before 
year before Panama Canal opened 
Japanese agression in Manchuria 
Roosevelt's New Deal and Fireside Chats; Soviet 
union recognized. 
Year before Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. 
Dec. 7th Pearl Harbor attack 
Korean War; start of NATO I Red China proclaimed; 
Soviet Union sets off atomic explosion. 
Eisenhower inaugurated in Jan.; Stalin dies. 
St. Lawrence Seaway just opened. 
Jan.,3 Apollo astronauts killed in fire; year 
before Apollo 8 astronauts circle moon and 2 yrs. 
before Apollo 11 astronauts walk on moon, 7-20-69 
Pres. Nixon announces first 90-day freeze on 
wages in Aug.; Apollo 15 splashdown on July 26. 

WANTED: Written script for the NASA slide presentation, "Jupiter Pioneer" 
as distributed at the 1973 GLPA meeting in Grand Rapids. Also wanted is 
help from a: Ohio, Mich, or Indiana Plane tar ian in identifying slide copies 
of three presentations duplicated at Grand Rapids: "Jupiter Pioneer", "Are 
We Alone", & "Kingdom in the Sky". 
Also wanted is help in making copies of your copies of some slides of these 
three scripts which were copied incorrectly. Spencer D. Grond, Tinora Jr. 
High Planetarium, R.F.D. #3, Defiance, Ohio 43512 
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AN ELECTRONIC PULSAR, VARIABLE STAR, AND/OR NOVA PROJECTOR 
by Dave Sanford, Shaker Heights Planetarium, Shaker Heights, Ohio 

A versatile little projector using a 12 volt DC source for power, a 
light emitting diode, timer chip, plus other parts listed below. The diode 
will oscillate from about ~ Hertz to 60 Hertz. 

If you are like me and have a very superficial understanding of elec
tronics, find someone who enjoys electronics as a hobby and ask them to 
build this useful projector. By the way, I first saw this projector at 
the Warrensville Heights Planetarium in Ohio. No schematic was available. 
The circuit was then designed by Dr. H. W. Krage of G. E. Labs in Cleveland, 
and was assembled by Bob Goodman, a senior at Shaker Heights High. 

Use it with a Crab Nebula slide (single slide projector on dimmer) 
culminating in a pulsar, or as a Nova with ring cloud slide, or directly 
as a variable star if you don't use a dimmer and single slide projector. 

Mount the diode halfway up a perforated aluminum dome and tie to a 
circuit inside the control panel. Cost? Less than $12l 

Quantity Description 

1. •..•.•.•....•.•.. Vector board (PC Board) and pins for mounting 
1 .•....•.•.••.•.•.. Timer chip and socket (NE555). See detail below. 
2 •.•.•...•.....•.•• 15 K ohm resistors (~ or ~ watt) 
1 •..•.•.•....•.•... 470 ohm resistor 
1 ••..•.•••....•.•.. Meg ohm variable resistor 
1. ••...•......•.... 10 K ohm variable resistor" 
1. • . . . . • . . . . • . • . • .. .022 microfarad capacitor (.022 uf) 
1 •..•••••••.••..... 1.0 microfarad capacitor (Orange Sprague Drop) 
1 ...••.•.••........ Light emitting diode (LED) (SSL-22 or 221, red) 

SCHEMATIC 
DESCRIPTION OF LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 

(TIMER CHIP) 

+ 12 volt DC 

3 

1 

48 

5 

71----... 

2 
6 

.022 
-"'(f 

Pin Configuration 

1. ground 5. control voltage 
2. trigger 6. threshold 
3. output .-, discharge I. 

4. reset 8. Vcc 

V PACKAGE .......•. NE 555v 
TOP VIEW 

1 

3 
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Impressed dot on chip 

Supply 

Power 

+18 v DC 

600 mW 
Dissipation 

8 

7 

6 

5 

Absolute 
Max. Ratings 



Education committee Report 
by Jeanne Bishop, Chairman 

The Education Committee is dedicated to serving the planetarium com
munity. We have identified a number of projects, and with the guidance of 
the GLPA Executive Committee, we have set some priorities. 

A new and exciting major undertaking of the Committee is the prepar
ation and publication of a series of "Tips" resource booklets, directed 
to different aspects of planetarium operation and to particular planetarium 
needs. Nine different booklets are anticipated, with two planned for dis
tribution at the next GLPA meeting. The booklets will be a privilege of 
GLPA membership. The topics of the first two are: 

"Tips for the New Planetarium" edited by Dr. Bill Rush 
"Tips on Preparing and Presenting Multi-Disciplinary Planetarium 

Programs" edited by Dave Hoffman 

Bill Rush will publish both of these and subsequent booklets. It is 
thought that all may benefit from the content of each of the first two 
booklets, but that relatively new planetarians will benefit more from the 
former, while experienced planetarians will find the second most worthwhile. 

Preparation for the following tips booklets will also begin, with 
publication dates farther into the future. We recognize that topics may 
overlap, but we consider this fortunate: in order to update earlier-pub
lished booklets, we will incorporate new material on the points of overlap. 

"Tips on Preparing and Presenting School Programs" edited by Mari
lynn Bacyinski 

"Tips on Preparing Orientation Lessons for Classes" edited by Don Knapp 
"Tips on Observational Astronomy for the Planetarium" edited by Jim 

Seevers 
"Tips on Preparing and Presenting the Public Program" 
"Tips on Preparing the Presenting the School Program" 
"Tips on Preparing and Presenting the Taped Program" 
II Tips on Planetarium Publicity" 
"Tips on Selection of Equipment and Materials for the New Planetarium" 

(editors of last four not yet determined) 

Members, of the Education Committee will contribute and assist editors 
as possible, but we would like the expertise and opinion of as many as 
possible on each topic. We will incorporate old articles and materials as 
well as these new ideas in each source booklet. 

Please scan the above list, with particular attention to the first two 
topics which will be published very soon, and consider writing a page or two 
on your view or knowledge. Also, consider sending a coPy of an old resource 
on any of the above topics to the editors or myself. We would like this 
proiect to be as comprehensive as possible. 

Other continuing interests and programs of the GLPA Education Committee 
will be: 

1. The maintenance of a script library to be sent to regional workshop 
hosts and available for perusal and copy at GLPA meetings. HOSTS 
SHOULD REQUEST THESE. 

2. The review of scripts in this library, with reviews to be published 
in the GLPA Newsletter and attached to those scripts reviewed. 

3. The review of books, films, and other resources. IT WOULD BE HELP
FUL IF GLPA MEMBERS WOULD SUGGEST RESOURCES TO BE REVIEWED. IDENTIFY 
PARTICULAR ITEMS AND MAKE THEM KNOWN TO COMMITTEE MEMBERS. 

4. Topic resource summaries for programs to be published in the News
letter and/or distributed at GLPA meetings. 

5. Awareness and promotion of psychology and learning theory which may 
be applied to planetarium situations to improve programs and plane
tarium research which indicates the best of several alternative ' 
planetarium methods. 
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The GLPA Education committee - The following people have committed 
their efforts: 

Dorothy Angeloff 
Marilynn Bacyinski 
Jeanne Bishop 
Jim Brown 
Jim Comienski 
Jim Edoff 
Ruth Howard 
Jeff Hunt 
Dave Hoffman 

Don Knapp 
Bill Rush 
Larry Sabbath 
Martha Schaefer 
Jim Seevers 
Lee Simon 
John Soroka 
Duane Stanley 
Bob Thomson 

The following additions have been made to the script library: 

"It I s About Time" (detailed full script) 
"Deep Sky Objects and Associated Constellations 

(detailed full script) 
"A Slice of Life" (Grade 8 unit program) 
"A Tale of Comets" (15 Min. Bicentennial Drama) 
"Navigation in the Time of Columbus" 

(student program outline) 
"Are We Alone" (student program outline) 
"American Indian Sky Lore Bibliography" 
"H. N. Russell and the H-R Diagram" 

(20 min Bicentennial drama, Student Program) 
"Dippers and Directions" (for Grades 1-3) 
Astronomy Crossword Puzzle 
Information Brochure-Foucault Pendulum 

Author 

Dorothy Angeloff 

Jeanne Bishop 

Jim Comienski 

Von Del Chamberlain 
Jon Marshall 

Jim Brown 

Clarion State College 

The script library was present and available for copy in the Youngstown 
State University Library at the all-Ohio Planetarium Meeting on May 1, where 
host Warren Young (with staff) had requested it. 

Following this meeting, it was sent immediately to Ron Kuhn in Fort 
Wayne for the May 22 Indiana Workshop. 

Hosts should request the library as soon as they are aware of their 
meeting date. It is desirable to have copy facilities available. Hosts 
are responsible for: 1) stressing importance of original scripts remaining 
in library-returned to collection on workshop day and 2) sending box on to 
next host as instructed or immediately back to me: 1721 Canterbury Road, 
Westlake, Ohio 44145 

The entire collection will be available at the October GLPA meeting in 
Chicago. Hosts will try to have copy facilities available. 

The Education Committee welcomes suggestions on their projects, and 
we hope you will contribute your script/outline/resource listings to the 
library and ideas to the Tips resource booklets. 

1976 GLPA CONFERENCE PLANNED 

On April 24. the Executive Committee met in the Adler Planetarium in 
Chicago with its director, Lee Simon. The tentative agenda for the 1976 
conference was reviewed. Many outstanding activities are planned including 
a tour of Yerkes Observatory, the Cernan Space Center, neighboring planetar
iums as well as lectures, workshops and a night on the town in bustling 
Chicago! 

Put October 28, 29, and 30 down on your calendar. 

SEE YOU IN CHICAGO!!!!!! 
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~HE ~L~A WELCOMES THESE NEW MEMBERS 

Lyle K. Amacher 
1409 N. 17th Ave. 
Melrose Park, II. 60160 

Raymond E. Bullock 
2:991 Char:W<iJ06ct 
Troy, MI. 48084 

Answers to ASTRO-GRAM 

A. Kirchoff 
B. Obtuse 
C. Purkinje 
D. Attitudes 
E. Lick Observatory 
F. Widmannstatten 
G. Isaac Newton 
H. Descartes 
I. Endymion 
J. Northward 
K. Issus 

#2 

Jan Paul Dabrowski 
Allegheny Observatory 
Rivexview Park 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15214 

Jean F. Hixson 
2042 Beech Tree Dr. 
Uniontown, OH 44685 

L. New Years Day 
M. Grittiness 
N. Haw-Haw 
o. Outface 
P. Rotatiin 
Q. Inkbush 
R. Zubenelgenuhi 
S. Orion 
T. Nihilist 
U. Systematic Errors 

Donald A. Schaefer 
2816 Middle Road 
Bettendorf, IA 52722 

THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION offers membership opportuni-
ties to all indidivu)~'ls in any way connected with the operation of Plane
tariums, regardless,/of geographical location. G. L. P .A. is an affiliate of 
the International Sbciety of Plane tarium Educators, and the National 
Science Teachers Association. Membership dues are $5 annually, payable at 
the time of the autumnal equinox. General correspondence and requests for 
membership should b.e addressed to Mr. David Batch, G.L.P.A. Secretary/ 
Treasurer, c/o Abrams Planetarium, Michigan State University, East ~ansing, 
MI. 48823. Submission of $20 additional payment with G.L.P.A. membership 
dues en~itles GLPA members to full privileges of the International Society 
of Planetarium Educators, including receipt of that organization's official 
journal, The Planetarian. Contributions for the Planetarian should be sent 
to either Dave Hoffman or Bill Fagan, 2900 Sutton Rd., Vienna, Va. 22180 

All G.L.P.A. members in good standing receive the quarterly "Newsletter". 
Contributions and notices for the "Newsletter" should be sent to Dave 
Hoffman, Editor, Reiser Planetarium, 35th Street and Division Ave. South, 
Wyoming, MI. 49508. Deadlines for contributions to the latest "Newsletter" 
fallon Feb. 21st, May 21st, August 21st, and November 21st. 

"-----------------------------------.-----.---.~ 
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tarium 

Dorothy J. Angeloff 
2656 Wolverine Ave. 
Erie, PA 16511 









THURSDAY I 

the 



DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING AN INTERACTIVE 
ASTRONOMY EXHIBIT 

Friedman, Alan 
Lawrence Hall of Science 

Univ. of Calif. 
Berke I Calif. 

Abstract: Star ~ is an 
eral public. Developed for 

interactive astronomy exhibit for the gen-
use in museums or tariums, the exhibit 

consists of ten small 
Visitors of age 10 or 

and an artificial "sky window." 
the telescopes to discover planets, 

and clusters in the "sky window." nebulae, galaxies, double stars, 

They can also perform experiments by varying aperature size, magnification, 
and even air turbulance (using a hair dryer mounted near the objective). 
Formative evaluation procedures resulted in substantial improvements in 
the exhibit, and details of these procedures are available as models. 
Assistance in replicating the exhibit itself is also available. 

PLANETARIUM RESEARCH -- WHAT IS IT DOING TO US? 

Etheridge, Dr. Dale A. 
Instructional Design Systems 

Marina Del Rey, Calif. 

Abstract: Over the years, research on the cognitive factors of planetarium 
instruction has been disappointing. This is leading to some questions about 
the cost effectiveness of the planetarium an as instructional device. There 
are two major factors contributing to the results of past research. First, 
the cognitive effect of the planetarium is not strong. Second, the cog
nitive effectiveness of the planetarium is very sensitive to research me
thodology. These factors are discussed in light of recent research. 

AN EFFECTIVE DOMAIN FEEDBACK SYSTEM 
FOR THE PLANETARIUM 

Gutsch, Bill 
Strasenburgh Planetarium 

Rochester, N.Y. 

Abstract: A portable, electronic feedback system capable of obtaining 
continuous audience response profiles during planetarium programs has 
been designed, assembled and tested by the author at the Strasenburgh 
Planetarium. The hardware and its as well as pre- and post-
sampling procedures are described. Sample output is shown and discussed 
and early insights provided from initial "data snooping" are offered. 
Future variations and applications of the system for planetarium pro
gramming are suggested. This research was funded through an NSF grant 
via the University of Virginia. 

Abstract: 
response. 
education. 

THE WIZARD 

Herr\ngton, Joseph S. 
Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater 

San Diego, Calif. 

The use of puppets and tape recorders to get young student 
Even pre-schoolers participate in this type of planetarium 
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SOME SOUND IDEAS FOR THE PLANETARIUM 

Hare, John 
Abrams Planetarium 

East , Michigan 

Abstract: The aural aspects of the tarium theatre are just as 
important as the visual aspects. Often the systems for presenting this 
medium are overlooked or to a secondary status when facilities 
are planned or 

Abrams Planetarium is 
technical considerations 
most planetariums. This 
considerations and offers 
planetarium sound system. 

sound system upgrading. The 
and equipment wise apply to 

paper attempts to communicate some of these 
ideas on a practical level for improving your 

SEQUOIA STAR STOMP 

Henry, Jean 
Park Planetarium 

Dallas, Texas 

Abstract: In response to Von Del Chamberlain1s request for planetarians 
to volunteer as Sky Interpreters for National Park visitors, I worked as 
a VIP Ranger Naturalist in ·s Canyon National Park for my 
1975 summer vacation. 

In reporting the varied 
in which I was involved, 

duties, activities .and experiences 
other planetarians will be encouraged to 

participate in this 

THE KODAK CAROUSEL THAT TELLS YOU WHAT SLIDE IS READY FOR SHOWING-OR
A VERY CHEAP RANDOM ACCESS PROJECTOR 

Planetarium 
Virginia 

Abstract: This paper will show through a slide presentation and lecture 
how one can modify a Kodak ector in such a way that you can tell what 
slide is in the slide gate even the lamp is not turned on. This is 
very useful since slides can be located without them "flashing" in front of 
the audience. 

AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM FOR MEDIUM-SIZED, REGIONAL PLANETARIUMS (1-6) 

Zimmerman, Erik R. 
Robert J. Novins Planetarium 

Ocean County College 
Toms River, N J. 

Abstract: An outline of an school curriculum in astronomy and 
space science for is presented. The curriculum calls for a total 
of eleven lessons those grades, each of which builds on the material 
in the previous one. The program is designed to do on a regional basis what 
is usually done only in tariums. The focus of the dis-
cussion is on the administration of the program, which is designed to elim-
inate the "no-show" and which could be used by any regional plane-
tarium in an area of density. Last year we served about 
25 school districts for a total of nearly 38,000 pupil-visits, and were 
fully utilized. 
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SATURDAY 

NEWS NOTES: 

8:30 - 9:00 Registration of delegates, coffee and donuts 

9:00 - 9:30 Regional meetings 

9:30 - 10:30 Paper session 

10:30 - 11:45 Workshops (include show demonstrations) 

12:00 Leave for Triton 

1:15 - 3:15 Cernan Space center and Learning Resources Center. 
Planetarium show at CSC and tour and discussion 
of CSC at LRC. 

3:30 - 4:30 Paper session and demonstration sessions for 30' dome 

5:30 Arrive back to Hotel 

6:00 Reception 

6:30 Banquet (Hotel or nearby) Armand Spitz Lecture 

8:45 to ..• Night on the town. 

9:00 Coffee and donuts 

9:30 - 10:30 GLPA Business Meeting 

10:45 - 11:15 Antique Instruments (Hands on) Rod & Madge Webster 

11:15 - 12:15 Film (Tunguska?) or Optical Shop tour 

12:15 Lunch and speaker 

1:30 Bus tour leaves for Yerkes. Optional visits 
available to Argonne, Batavia, Elgin, Evanston, 
and Naperville. 

SEE YOU IN CHICAGO!!! 

*** 

Lee Simon of the Adler Planetarium and a host to the GLPA Conference this 
October will be moving to the Morrisson Planetarium. He will take up his 
new duties as of January 1, 1977. All the best, Lee! 

A host planetarium is being sought for the 1977 GLPA Conference. If you 
are interested, please submit your invitation in writing to President Dave 
DeBruyn, c/o Roger Chaffee Planetarium, Grand Rapids, MI 49502 as soon as 
possible. In this way it could be announced at our meeting in Chicago, or 
a decision made if there is more than one invitation. 
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE REPORTS THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONS TO THE SCRIPT LIBRARY 

"A Sky Full of (script) 
"The Christmas Star" 
"Star Skies" 
"The Observatory" (description) 
"Spr ing S tar Map" ) 
"Winter Sky Objects" (script) 
"Erie History Notebook" (booklet) 
"Indian Lore" (notes) 
"An American Woodhenge" (notes) 
"Facts and Fables of the Sky" (notes) 
"South with the Stars" (notes) 
"Tools of the Astronomer" (crossword puzzle) 
Bicentennial Constellation Overlay Drawings 
"Astrogeology" (talk at 1975 GLPA Conference) 

*** 

Don Knapp 
Don Knapp 
Thomas Hamilton 
Bob Andress 
Dorothy Angeloff 
Dorothy Angeloff 
Erie Public Museum 

Martha Schaffer, 
Cranbrook Inst. of Science 

Jeanne Bishop 
Dr. Wm. Brunk's talk taped 
and transcribed by Martha 
Schaffer 

BOOK REVIEW: THE DARK NIGHT SKY by Donald G. Clayton, 
The New York Times Book Co., 1975, illustrated, 206 pp. 

records the impact different cosmological theories and 
theorists have made on man. These chapters are in reality a collection of 
essays, although the writer does not call them that. Seemingly, they were 
not written in the historical sequence in which they are arranged, each chap
ter appears to reflect the special time and place when each concept became a 
part of Clayton's own thinking. This makes a very subjective book, and be
cause the author's reactions to each idea varies, the style of writing changes 
from chapter to chapter. This may be somewhat perturbing to the reader who 
expects a smooth flow in the writing as well as in the sequence of ideas. 

The book should be read as individual essays expressing one man's love affair 
with his profession and his wish to share his insights into the thoughts, the 
personalities of the thinkers, the background that brought them forth, and the 
possible projections into the future. 

Clayton's own curiosity, his sense of wonder and awe, awareness of, and ap
preciation for the lesser as well as the greater significances of each con
cept overlies his knowledge and makes this book a refreshing departure from 
the pedantic or the materialistic approach so often found today_ 

This is a book to be read by all who have the feeling that the excitement may 
have gone from science. Here is stimulation to greater and greater effort 
toward finding the answers to the questions which Clayton poses, and to the 
formulation of new questions. It can inspire each reader to build "more 
stately mansions", and to find in the dark night sky a window, opening into 
an enriched day_ 

... Reviewed by Ruth Howard, Curator of Ed. 
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All of us 
signs and 
solution. 

THE KODALITH MOVIE PROJECTOR 

By: Herb Schwar 
Planetarium Director 
Sargent PI 
Des Moines, 

time another have wishes we 
, effect on the dome. Well, 

those beer 
one humble 

I took a standard projector and removed mechan-
ism that carefully strip film in frame. with an 
8 rpm motor that had a inch motor shaft and tened drive 
from the advance mechanism onto it. This now made a continuous 3Smm film 
projector. 

By using a kodalith mask of any des in the focal plane and a strip of koda-
lith film exposed with some strange designs, one can get some rather far out 
effects on the dome. 

However, this projector to be far more useful than just another "Light 
show projector". Our present show, "Great Cosmic Marshmallow" called for 
Jupiter to show its' four moons circling its Jovian master. 

I removed the " from my latest issue of 
Telescope", a in the American 
in the dotted until they 
the the two halves together so the months' 
ations were continuous. kodalithed that onto 3Smm and after pro-

that onto a kodalith film plate. Care had to be 
taken so that Callisto' wide orbit would fit Smm format. Then after 
processing the , a contact print was made directly onto a strip of 35mm 
kodalith Since three of are made with the usable results 
only on the t:hird generation, care should be taken to make the sharpest lines 
possible. 

Three copies of the 5x7 plate were made by contact This was needed 
to make a continuous The top film guide was remounted to one side of 
the lens so that the loop would not block the lens. 

A slit using two razor edges was used to mask the format down to each moments 
configuration. 

The effect was very successful as the relative movements of the Galilean moons 
are accurately shown, (alas for only one month) and if care is taken with 
filling in the dot and dashed lines, the moons will even duck behind a pro
jection of Jupiter from a second projector. 

PROBLEMS WITH THESE EFFECTS: 

The lines used in the are too broad to be directly kodalithed and 
used. Art work of the same configurations with much thinner linework would 
be better. 

An 8 rpm motor is much too fast for the Jupiter Moons. 

Only one month is shown or if you're really industrious, 3 months. There 
comes a time when the moons will jump when the We cal-
culated that a s of film more than 30 feet long would be needed to keep 
the moons in phase at the 

To get different effects, different artwork and masks could be used. Moire 
patterns would be fun to try The limit is your own 
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Using the DEF'INITIONS 
numbered in the U.I."'I0"'::I.CflM 

first letters of the "'n'''W~'Y'<I 

Blaok squares indicate 
Answer 

1.0 What Spioo. wal!l known 
in times 
(3 

C,. Full brilliance 

D. Obserw.nt 

H. He measured'the 
about 200 B,.C .. 

Jo A solid having 8 faoes 

K,. Location of Swabian 
ObserV!l.tory 

1 C 2 B 3 D 4 

94 0 95 H 96 L 97 

19O N 131 L 
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ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH'S ASTROGRAM 

A .. Ptolemy M 
B. 
C. o. 
D P. 
E. 
F. 
G. Roentgen 
H. ABC 
I. Star U. 
J. V. 
K. W. 
L. Emissive x. 

PLANETARIUM 

Association 
of the au tumnal 
should be addressed to 
Planetarium, 
of $20 additional payment entitles 

Rheita 

Cluster 
Fomalhaut 

TvlJinkle 
Affinity 
Rift 
Savvey 

The offLcial of the universe as 
known the "ptolemaic System", though 
He merely refined it and gave a com-

ties to 
with the 

L. .A. is an affiliate 
the National Science 

to the time 
membership 
c/o Abrams 
Submission 

International of Planetarium Educators, 
of the 

of that 
official Contributions for the 

should sent to either Dave Hoffman or Bill Fagan, 2900 Sutton 
Va. 22180 

All GLPA members in receive the quarterly "Newsletter". Con
tributions and notices for .the Newsletter" should be sent to Dave Hoffman, 
Editor, Reiser Plane 3 th st and Division Ave. South, , MI. 
49508. Deadlines for contributions to the latest "Newsletter" fallon 
Feb. 21st, May 21st t 21st November 21st. 

Printed and mailed 
Elgin 
School District 
4 S Gifford St 
E IL. 60120 







Apparent Positions of the Sun and I nets, 1977 

This table gives, for the 1st and 16th of eacW month, apparent geocentric 
positions of the sun and naked eye planets. Each position in the table is 
expressed as a pair of numbers in the~ecliptic system of coordinates. The 
first number in each pair is the longitude, measured eastward along the 
ecliptic beginning at the Vernal Equinox; the second number is the latitude, 
measured perpendicularly north (+) or south (-) of the ecliptic. All values 
are stated to the nearest degree. 

By pl~tting numerical values from this table on an appropriate star chart, 
one can obtain a planet's apparent position relative to background stars as 
observed from Earth. Positions can conveniently be plotted on any celestial 
globe or star map on which the ecliptic is marked off in degrees of longitude. 
An example of such a star map is SCI, available from Sky Publishing Corporation, 
49-50-51 Bay State Road, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. Write for a free 
catalog of publications. 

1977 Jan 1 
16 

Feb 1 
16 

Mar 1 
16 

Apr 1 
16 

May 1 
16 

Jun 1 
16 

Jul 1 
16 

Aug 1 
16 

Sep 1 
16 

Oct 1 
16 

Nov 1 
16 

Dec 1 
16 

1978 Jan 1 

Positions of 
Bright Stars: 

Sun 

280, 0 
296, 0 
312, 0 
327, 0 
340, a 
355, a 

11, 0 
26, a 
41, 0
55, 0 
70, a 
85, 0 

99, 0 
113, a 
129, a 
143, 0 
158, 0 
173 9 0 

188, 0 
203, 0 
218, ° 
234, ° 
249, a 
264, 0 
280, 0 

Mercury 

292, +1 
277, +3 
287, +1 
307, +1 

,328, -2 
355 II -2 

26, +1 
44, +3 
40, +1 
35, -3 
46, -3 
69, -1 

100, +1 
130, +2 
155, ° 
169, - 3 
167, -4 
157, -1 

174, +2 
200, +1 
227, -1 
249, - 2 
270, -2 

276, ° 
261, +3 

Aldebaran 
69, -5 

Venus 

326, -2 
343, -1 
359, +1 
12, +3 
20, +5 
25, +7 

20, +8 
11, +5 
9, +2 

14, 0 
26, -2 
39, -3 

54, -3 
70, -3 
88, -2 

105, -1 
124, 0 
142, +1 

160, +1 
179, +2 
199, +2 
217, +1 
236, +1 
255, 0 
275, 0 

Pollux 
113, +7 

Mars 

270, -1 
281, -1 
293, -1 
305, -1 
315, -1 
327, -1 

339, -1 
351, -1 

3, -1 
14, -1 
26, -1 
37, -1 

48, -1 
59, -1 

70, ° 
80, ° 
90, ° 
99, ° 

107, +1 
115, +1 
122, +1 
127, +2 
131, +3 
132, +3 
129, +4 

Regulus 
149, ° 

52, -1 
51, -1 
52, -1 
53, -1 
54, -1 
57, -1 

59, -1 
63, -1 
66, -1 
69, -1 
73, -1 

76, ° 
80, ° 
83, ° 
86, ° 
89, ° 
92, ° 
94, ° 
95, ° 
96, ° 
96, ° 
95, ° 
94, ° 
92, ° 
90, ° 

203, -·2 

Saturn 

136, +1 
135, +1 
134, +1 
132, +1 
131, +1 
131, +1 

130, +1 
130, +1 
130, +1 
131, +1 
132, +1 
134, +1 

135, +1 
137, +1 
139, +1 
141, +1 
143, +1 
145, +1 

146, +1 
148, +1 
149, +1 
150, +1 
150, +1 
151, +1 
150, +1 

Antares 
249, - 5 



A Visual Literacy Approach To Teaching Astronomy 
George Reed 

West Chester State College 
West Chester, Pa. 19380 

visual literacy can be defined as an awareness of and the ability to 
correctly interpret that which one perceives. When applied to astronomy, 
visual literacy can be defined as an awareness of and the ability to 
correctly interpret that which one perceives above the horizon. 

The ability to observe critically is a developed cognitive skill that 
has application in basic problem solving in a wide range of 
It is a basic skill that can be developed at an early age and refined as 
the learner matures. It is therefore a skill that should be included with
in the student program of schools at all levels of education. The skill 
can and should be developed in as many subject areas as possible as the 
student progresses to the different educational levels. Astronomy edu
cation is one of those subject areas in which observing can play an im
portant role. 

Astronomy can be used to increase observational skills by closely 
relating the astronomy content of a course to the observable sky and by 
requiring that the student become actively involved in observing the sub
tle changes that take place in the sky. The observation of celestial 
phenomena appears to have an intrinsic esthetic value to the student that 
allows the astronomy instructor to capitalize upon the motivational as
pects of the affective domain in order to influence the development of 
skills in the cognitive domain. 

A visual literacy approach to teaching astronomy at the secondary 
and college level can be accomplished to dividing a one semester course 
into two parts. One section of the course should deal with those aspects 
of the night sky that are often ignored in the standard cou~se format -
the naked eye, geocentric universe. Naked eye, geocentric astronomy deals 
with all those aspects of the night sky that are observable without the 
aid of a telescope. It deals with an area of astronomy that is often 
sacrificed in this "Golden Age" of theoretical astronomy and space ex
ploration. Topics within this part of the course should definitely in
clude the reasons for and the motions of the stars, the sun and the moon. 

The student should be given the opportunity to observe and record 
the changing position of the circumpolar stars in the real night sky 
throughout the night and year. He should learn to identify several sea
sonal constellations and record their changing position in the course of 
a night and over a period of months. The student should record the chang
ing sunset position, the changing planetary positions and the changing 
phases of the moon as well as its position in the sky during an entire 
synodic period. 

The course instructor should also take advantage of the rarer 
astronomical events that might occur during the time of the course sucn 
as lunar eclipses, solsr , aurora, and meteor showers. In gen
eral, the instructor should attempt to have the student learn by doing, 
by observing the real sky as opposed to strictly observing a textbook 
diagram or classroom demonstration. 

The advantages of the accessibility of a planetarium for this type 
of approach are obvious. The planetarium however, should never replace 
the real sky, it should act only as a temporary substitute or as a visual 
device for aiding in the preparation of the student. for real sky ob
serving. The planetarium can also be used to its best advantage, in this 
approach, in treating topics related to the student's sky observations 
such as the measure of time, coordinate systems and precession. At the 
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end of this section of 
night and able to 
the night sky. 

The 
modern astronomy. 
the night sky 
sively using 

such as Orion. 

student should be aware of the 
explain changes in the appearance of 

th concepts from 
to observations of 

accomplished exclu-
recognizable constellation area 

student can relate the concepts and 
stars the night sky. The 

to a visible part of the sky should 
retention of the material. The 

of the course with visual reminders in the 
sky of astronomical the classroom. Topics within this part 
of the course can stellar production of energy and its radia-
tion into space, methods stellar distances, the use of spec-
troscopy to determine compositions and motions, stellar evolu-
tions, galaxies, the expanding universe and telescopes as radiation gath
ering instruments. This part of the course should also require that the 
student make observations of the night sky. The constellation Orion is 
suggested as a focal point because of the great number of bright and 
colorful stars in that area of the sky. 

The Orion constellation is visible in the Northern Hemisphere during 
the latter part of the fall semester and the beginning part of the spring 
semester. The availability of Orion in the night sky will necessitate 
a reversal of the different parts of the course during the fall and spring 
semester. 

'l'his approach to astronomy is not radically different from 
approaches that have been used in the past. Its main difference lies in 
degree of emphasis that is placed upon having the student learn the night 
sky and the organization of the course content. The visual ~it~racy 
approach attempts to return the charisma of the night sky to the 
astronomy classroom. 

ANSWERS TO ASTRa-GRAM #4 

A. Star of 
B. Amalthea 
C. Glittery 
D. Attentive 
E. Needle 
F 'l'hessaly 
G. Hasheesh 
110 Eratosthenes 
I. Crab Nebula 
J Octahedron 
K. Stu·ttgart 
L Mallee 

cause no emanates from 
but not optically. They are 
to the smile on the Cheshire Cat. 
winked out, but are still there 

M. Ichthyosaur 
N. Cleomedes 
O. Canes Venatici 
P. Owl Nebula 
Q. Nutlet 
R. Nekkar 
s. 
T. Chronometer 
U. Tycho Brahe 
V. Itty-bitty 
W. Oeblisk 
x. Nehemiah 

They cannot be seen directly be
They are present gravitationally. 
black holes. They are ~easts akin 

They are enormous stars that have 
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Education Report 

The Education Committee was pleased that so many GLPA members 
took the opportunity to inspect and reproduce (or have reproduced) 
scripts and other materials in our Script Materials File at the 1976 
Chicago Conference. Conference Committee for arranging 
the rental of the duplicator and handling duplication for many who re
quested this service. 

As reported at the 
outlines, resource ideas 
copy of each of your 

types of planetariums. Please make a 
or scripts and send to me for 

the file. 

Don't forget to write to me 
and request the file (one your workshop day. Please re-
quest several weeks before meeting, so the box will reach you. 
Also, remember to see that original copies of materials are left 
with the collection and send them back shortly after your day-----so 
they'll be available for others. 

A slight correction .•• The transcription of the "Astrogeology" 
presentation given by Dr. William Brunk at NASA during the 1975 Cleve
land GLPA Conference was made by Ruth Howard, and she has contributed 
a copy to the file. Martha Schaffer, however, was top contributor to 
the file for 1975-76. 

"Skies of Van Gogh" 
"Party Time" 
"Olf, Hap, and Gus Enter the Planetarium" 
Many space-related teaching activities 

A. Blocher 
Doris Forror 
Ken Perkins 
Lewis Research NASA Ed. Dept. 

Art Lusty selected, re-typed, 
and duplicated four of the scripts of our file, which were distributed 
free of charge at the Chicago Conference. We have additional copies. 

Dr. Bill Rush edited and published the first of the Committee's 
"Tips" booklets, "Tips for the New Planetarians" (which you can share 
with new helpers and staff), which was also distributed (free) in 
Chicago. We have additional copies of these, also. 

(and are GLPA member) and 
would like to have the scripts and the booklet just mentioned send post
age money (75¢) to me. 

topics coming soon are: multi-disciplinary 
programs (edited by Dave Hoffman), orientation and preparation for the 
planetarium (Don Knapp), school programs (Marilyn Bacyinski and Jim 
Edoff) and astronomy for planetarians (Jim Seevers). Please respond to 

New Committee members are Bob Allen, Gary Lazich, and Gary 
Tomlinson. 
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Doris Forror reports that the Cleveland Space Theater will soon 
STS Projector installed under its tilted sixty foot dome. 

an 
to 

They would be very interested in hearing from any creative planetarium
hooked people. Resumes should be sent to Walter Muel~r, Cleveland 
Space Theater, 1440 Lakeside Ave. Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

POSITION WANTED: Gwinn is seeking a planetarium directorship or 
technical position. Larry has had three years as Associate 
Planetarium Curator (Education) at the Chaffee Planetarium in Grand 
Rapids and three more years as Chief Technician. He may be reached at 
115 Bowne N. E. , Grand Rapids, M.ichigan 49505 I phone 616-364-4124. 

(Ed. Note: Larry, me(:t Doris; Doris, meet Larry .•• ) 

If your students have been asking, "After Viking, What'?" you should 
check the centerfold of September's issue of The Science Teacher. There, 
in a special spread titled "Countdown! Timetable of Upcoming NASA IJaunches," 
is information on U.S. space missions from the International Ultraviolet 
Explorer approved for launch in 1977 to the Space Telescope to be placed 
in orbit in 1981/82. 

ASTRONOMY RIDDLE 

In the village of Nova Brunsviga there is a flourishing astronomical 
society which consists of eight members - Mr. Mercury, Mr. Mars, Mr. 
Jupiter, Mr. Saturn, Mr. Uranus, Mr. Neptune, Mr. Pluto and Miss Venus. 
Each planet of the solar system is observed by one and only one member; 
no member observes the planet bearing his name. We have discovered the 
following facts: 

1. Mercury's observer sends his observations to the 
and Mars' observer sends his to the editor of The Observatory. 

2. Mr. Neptune observes four satellites belonging to this planet. 

3. The heavenly namesakes of the observers of Venus and Neptune are 
neighbors in the solar system. 

4. Jupiter is outside his observer's heavenly namesakes's orbit. 

5. Mr. Saturn has no interest in Neptune; five years ago he mistook 
Venus for his planet; since then he has given up observing in disgust. 

6. Miss Venus and Mr. Jupiter observe neighboring planets. 

7. Mr. Pluto is building a telescope and hopes it will be ready for the 
next opposition of his planet. 

8. Miss Venus conSUlts Sir William Herschel's observations of her planet. 

How are the planets distributed among the eight observers? 

.•..• From The Observatory, July, 1934 
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HO'il A 3600 PANORAMA PROJECTION SYSTEM IS USED IN A HIGH SCHOOL PLANETARIUM 

By: Dave Hoffman 
Reiser Planetarium 
Wyoming, Michigan 

When the Reiser Planetarium of the Godwin Heights Public Schools was still 
in the planning stage, little did anyone realize at the time how much 
could be gained by designing a 3600 panorama projection system to augment 
the capabilities of the prime projection instrument, an automatic Viewlex 
Venus under a 30 foot acoustical plaster dome. Fortunately the decision 
was made to station 36 single~slide projectors in a box continuous with, 
and connected to, the bottom of the dome. Each projector, equipped with 
a lens of 4 inch focal length, throws a cone of light across the room, 
covering an area on the opposite side of the dome of a little more than 
300 • When twelve projectors are turned on at a time, each projected area 
alightly overlaps its neighbors and 3600 panorams projection is achieved. 
with 36 projectors, our planetarium has the ability to crossfade as many 
as three different panorama scenes in one program. 

As originally planned the system Was to be dependent upon panorama slide 
sets commercially available. However, these are quite expensive, since 
they are specially prepared from the photography of laborious and pains
taking art work,many 12 slide sets costing over a hundred dollars. In 
the four years of its operation, therefore, the requirements of economics 
pressured us into evolving various methods in which to produce our own 
slide sets. 

Success first came with the realization that any 35mm candid camera equipped 
with a 50mm lens would photograph an area which, when projected 30 feet 
through a 4 inch lens, would cover an area on the dome of a little more 
than 300 • A panorama of the neighboring city of Grand Rapids was photo
graphed from the top of a hill by placing the camera on a pair of 6 inch 
protractors taped together to form a circle on the top of a tripod. A 
series of 12 photographs were taken, each time the camera being aimed 300 

to the right of the previous exposure. After sunset, anobler 12 slide set 
was photographed from the same location. In the planetarium the daylight 
panorama can be crossfaded into a nighttime scene. 

The 360
0 

panorama projection system's greatest effect on the audience is 
one of "presence." Because the audience is wrapped about by the projected 
scene, the impression is three-dimensional and gives the viewer a feeling 
of "being there." Therefore, to augment programs dealing with such sub
jects as meteor craters and tools of the astronomer, 3600 panoramas were 
successfully photographed of the complex of observatories on the summit of 
Kitt Peak, and the Barringer Meteor Crater from a point a hundred feet 
below the east rim while on a vacation trip through Arizona. 

Partial vertical panoramas were found to be very effective also. To im
press the audience with the imposing size of some of the world's largest 
telescopes, sets of 4 to 6 slides were photographed from floor to do e, 
of the Yerkes 40 inch refractor and the 200 inc4 Hale telescope. 

Sometimes a panorama is required from which there is no possible way to 
photograph the real thing. Such subjects might include the surface of 

the ruins of a large city, or a scene <un "Planet X." The solution 
tJlis problem was found to be the employment o.f the technique of table

top photography. It was found that if the camer'a were placed 15 inches 
away from a plaster of Paris or clay model, the dimensions of which were 
7 inches long by 5 inches high, the projected image of the resulting slide 
would appear in good scale on the dome. Happily, the ratio works out to 
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be an easily handled one inch to the foot. Since our dome is 30 feet 
in diameter, a plaster or clay model scaled one inch to the foot could 
readily be supported by a 36 inch bridge table. Here's how the effect 
was accomplished: 

After covering the table top with wrapping paper, a circle of 30 inches 
diameter was scribed. The model plaster and clay landscape was built up 
around the perimeter of the scribed circle. Using a protractor, short 
lines were drawn every 300 radiating from the center of the circle. 
These served as reference marks for the placement of the camera. 

A technique, new to us, was just recently employed and which resulted in 
one of the mos t spectacular successes we have thus far emplo:)/ed. It 
involved taking 16 overlapping pictures of the two panorama photographs 
which were sent back by the Mars lander, Viking I and which were printed 
in the September issue~ of Sky and-Telescope, When projected on the dome, 
the feeling of II being there" on the su;rface of Mars is almost over-' 
whelming. You might get some idea of this in the photograph below which 
shows a little more than three of the sixteen overlapping panes. 
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A PERCEPTION AND VALUES CLARIFICATION EXPERIENCE ADAPTED FOR THE BICENTENNIAL 

Objectives: 

By: Jeanne Bishop 
Westlake Public Schools 
Planetarium 
Westlake, Ohio 

1. Students will identify a connected pattern on a flat chart with a 
group of unconnected stars on the dome. 
2. Students will express their perceptions and values in an activity. 

Sequence: 

1. Students bring pencils. Lap boards, flashlights, and activity sheets 
are distributed. 
2. One to five constellations are investigated. The student has two 
sheets, On the first stars are to be connected to form shape implied 
to student by name. On second, connected to form figure student thinks 
important in American society today. 
3. Student connects dots to make the Big Dipper. Use overhead pro
jector and transparency of stars alone. Use one student's chart as 
guide and connect. Erase or use overlays to do same for second student's 
work. 
4. Darken chamber and show evening sky. Point out Big Dipper and sur
rounding stars of Ursa Major. Students turn on red-lensed flashlights 
and compare figures they made with stars in the sky. Ask how many are 
able to imagine figures they made among unconnected stars. Ask students 
to imagine complete figure around connect-the-star pattern. Point out 
that early peoples went through a similar process as they made up the 
constellations. With special projector, show outline of Great Bear. 
5. Student now connects dots on second chart for same constellation, this 
time making figure valued in American society. Draw several of the fig
ures stUdents made on overhead transparency. Show evening sky again and 
ask students to compare chart figures with stars. Ask ho~ many are 
successful imagining new figures with stars. Ask how many are successful 
imagining new figures. 

A PLANETARIUM LABORATORY ON SIDEREAL AND MEAN SOLAR TIME 

By: Merrick Owen 
Edinboro State College 
Planetarium 
Edinboro, pennsylvania 

Our planetarium was constructed in 1967 and under a 30 foot plaster dome 
we have an A-3-P Spitz Projector. I worked out a lab on sidereal and mean 
solar time and would like to share it with you ••• 

1. Practice ••• start a stop watch and start your daily motion with a known 
star on the meridian. Time how long it takes for the star to return to 
the meridian and record it. DO NOT TOUCH THE DAILY MOTION---LEAVE IT ON! 
2. Turn up the sun and record its time from meridian to meridian (When 
the sun is down turn annual motion on and off). The sun arrives back on 
the meridian in longer time than the star. 
3. Discuss why the solar day is longer and show the annual motion. Refine 
this to suit yourself. 
4. Try the equation of time with students that can do the math: 

sidereal day in seconds 
Mean solar day in seconds 

planetarium sidereal day in seconds 
planetarium mean solar day in seconds 

See how close you come, and practice the annual motion on and off until 
your answers check. 
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DEFINITICNS below, flll the WORDS column. transfer the from these WOODS to the 
in the diagraa. b&~k Md forth from the 

the l!I.MW6rs the oolumn 'rill spell out 
the WORDS until both are completed. 

the oorrtained in the 

H. Point 
interseotl 

I.. Chard oa1 dement 
di.oovered by f'I_.'<IIY4' ......... 

in 1190 

of Dom1nio~ 
Oblervatory in Ontario 

.. Greek goddess of 
vengeanoe 

indicate ends of words in the diagram. 

WORDS 

m 

DEFINITIONS 

O. Initials of the U.S~ Viae 
1965-1969 -,y~ ~ 

for 
in 1921 

~. librator,y motion of the 
Earth's axis; 

R. '1'l"a.nsparent; of fuud 
silica 

S. A balanoe of foroes 

U .. ImmMstU"'8.ble time 

V. The heavens around us 
(2 worde) 

W. Unit of intensity of a 
magnetio field 

x. Beta Leonie 

y .. Extremi tyJ limit or 

z .. caused by 
the sun 
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION offers membership opportunities 
to all individuals in any way connected with the operation of Planetariums 
regardless of location. G.L.P.A. is an affiliate of the 
International society of Planetarium Educators, and the National Science 
Teachers Association. Membership dues are $5 annually, payable at the 
time of the autumnal equinox. General correspondence and requests 'for 
membership should be addressed to Mr. David Batch, GLPA secretary/Treas
urer, c/o Abrams Planetarium, Michigan State University, East Lansing, 
MI 48823. 

All GLPA members in good standing receive the quarterly "Newsletter". 
Contributions and notices for the "Newsletter" should be sent to Dave 
Hoffman, Editor, Reiser Planetarium, 35th st and Division Ave. South, 
Wyoming, MI. 49508. Deadlines for contributions to the latest "News
letter" fallon Feb. 21st, May 21st, August 21st, and November 21st. 
Contributions for the Planetarian should be sent to either Dave Hoffman 
or Bill Fagan, 2900 Sutton Road, Vienna, Va 22180 

"-----_ ..... ---------_._--_.- ... __ .. -'-"'-"- --'-'" .-........... _--_ .......... --_ .. _-_.--_ .. _---_.---_._ .... __ ._._.----

Printed and mailed from: 
Elgin Observ~tory and Planetarium 
School District U-46 
4 S. Gifford S t. 
Elgin, II. 60120 

Dorothy J. Angeloff 
2656 Wolverine Ave. 
Erie, PA. 16511 


